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RESTRICTING A SCHAUDER BASIS TO A SET OF POSITIVE MEASURE

BY

JAMES SHIREY

ABSTRACT.   Let 1/ i be an orthonormal system of functions on [0, l] con-

taining a subsystem \fnA for which (a)  /„,  -0 weakly in ¿2, and (b)  given

E C [O, l],  |£|  > 0, Lim Inf /E l/nti*)! dx * 0.   There then exists a subsystem

fg  i of 1/ i such that for any set E as above, the linear span of [g  i in L.(E)

is not dense.

For every set E as above, there is an element of L AE), 1 < p <. °°, whose

Walsh series expansion converges conditionally and an element of L X(E) whose

Haar series expansion converges conditionally,

1.   Gaposhkin, in a discussion of certain properties of "lacunary" systems

of functions, see [G], makes extensive use of the following notion:  A sequence

1/ i of real-valued functions on [0, l] is a "Riesz system" if the following esti-

mates hold:

/N        \i/2        -,   N /N        \1/2

where the constants 0 < Aj < A2 are independent of the choice of |C i and of N.

An inequality of this type is used as a definition of the term "lacunary" in [KP]

in an examination of complemented subspaces of the L    spaces.   Moreover, the

classical definition of a lacunary trigonometric system is used primarily to insure

that such an inequality obtains [Zy, p. 203].   One difficulty in the application of

this notion is finding enough Riesz systems in context.   To this end, a sequence

l/ni is said to have "property (B)" if there is a subsequence 1/    1 such that

f     — 0 weakly in L2 and Lim Inf ¡X0 \f    (x)\ dx > 0.

A sequence {/ } is said to have "property (B )" if there is a subsequence

1/    I such that f     —* 0 weakly in L2 and Lim Inf JE \fn (x)|a"x > 0 whenever

E C (0, l) and  \E\ > 0.   The Lemma 1.2.6 of [G] shows that any sequence of

functions having property (B) contains a subsequence that is a Riesz system.

Lemma 1.2.6  of [G] shows that for any sequence of functions 1/ i having property

(B ) there is a subsequence 1/    1 for which the following obtains:  given E C

[ 0, l] and  \E\ > 0, there is a kQ = kQiE) such that 1/    \¡.>itr. is a Riesz system

when the /      are restricted to the set   E.
_'»k
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In [PZ] Price and Zink, by taking advantage of the symmetry properties of the

Rademacher functions, conclude that for any set E C (0, 1), \E\ > 0, the closed

linear span of the Rademacher functions in L2(E) is not all of L ÍE).  We offer

another explanation for this phenomenon by noting that the conclusion of Lemma

1.2.6   (cited above) applies to the Rademacher system.   We also obtain a general-

ized form of the Khintchine inequality [K, p. 130] that is of use in the next section.

Let  11/11 = /J |/(z)| dt and  ||/||ß = fE \fit)\dt when  \E\ > 0.   For each / in

L,(0, 1) define

[fit)    if t is in E,
fEit)=\

|0        otherwise.

For X C Lj(0, 1) let Xe denote the closure in L^E) of \fE: f is in x|.

A set 5 C Lj(0, l) is "complete on-the set E" where  \E\ > 0 provided that

5    = LAB).   Otherwise, 5 is "incomplete on the set E."

Lemma 1.   Let X be a subspace of LAO, l) having a separable topological

dual X' and for which X     has finite codimension in Lj(E), \E\ > 0.

There then exists an f in X    such that if \f„} C X and \\f - f \\„ - oil),

then  ||/ || —» °°.   Such functions comprise all of Xeexcept for a set of the first
F

category in X   .

Proof. There can be no constant M > 0 such that given an f > 0 and an / in

X , there exists a g in X for which ||/-g||E and ||g|| < Al||/||E, where M is in-

dependent of £ and /.   For, suppose that such an M exists.   Let

i? = |/E:/eX, ||/||£<l,and  ||/||<A1|,       5 = {/: / e Xe, and   ||/||E<H,

and let T e (X   ) .   T can be extended to an element of Lj(0, 1), and so there

exists a bounded measurable function  b tot which  Tif) = JR ¡it)hit)dt.

Let  ||T|| denote the norm of T as an operator on X   , and let NÍT) denote

the norm of T as an operater on X.   Since i? is by assumption dense in 5,

MNÍT) > sup||T(/)|: fe R} = supf|T(/)|: /e 5| = ||T||.

The nonseparability of (X ) now implies the nonseparability of X , a con-

tradiction.

Now let K ={f e X : \\f\\R < 1 and there is a sequence \f I C X for which

ll/m-/ilE = o(l")and  ll/JI<«, for all zzz!.
Each  K    is closed, convex, symmetric with respect to the origin in X   .

z* p

From what has been shown above, K    is not all of the unit ball in X    and is

consequently nowhere dense.   Thus   \J   K    is of the first category, which is pre-

cisely the conclusion desired
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A set S C Lj(0, 1) is "complete on a set E" where  \E\ > 0 provided that

for any / in L^O, l) and any e > 0, there is a g in S for which  ||/ - g||E < <•

Theorem 2.   Let [f } be an orthonormal sequence of functions in Lj(0, 1),

E C (0, 1), and \E\ > 0, and let X denote the closed linear span of [f \ in

L,(0, 1).

// X   is separable and [f   \ is a Riesz system, then [f } is incomplete on

the set E.

Proof.   Suppose 1/ } is complete on the set E.   Let / be as in the conclusion

of Lemma 1 and let Ig i C X be such that ||/ - gjlg = o(l).  Lemma 1 implies

that  HgJI — °° but the hypothesized properties of   \fn\ imply that l||gn||i is

bounded, a contradiction.

Corollary 3.   Every orthonormal system [f \ satisfying property (B ) contains

a subsystem that is incomplete on every set of positive measure.

Proof.   Lemma 1.2.6   of   [G] assures the existence of a subsystem 1/    i

having the following property.   Given E C (0, l), \E\ > 0, there is a k0 = ¿0(E)

such that 1/    i,    ,     and 1/    ii>tn are both Riesz systems.   Theorem 2 now im-
'tz¿ k >k0 >nk k>kQ

plies that 1/    i is incomplete on the set E, proving the corollary.

As a special case, we consider the Walsh system [K, p. 132].   This system

is easily seen to satisfy property (B ).

Lemma 4.   Let [w  \ be a subsystem of the orthonormal system of Walsh pos-

sessing the property (*):

(*)  if b., •••, b,, i,, •••, i,   denote positive integers, then

rlwh.Xit)...wb.kit)dt=   \  '
J°  '1 lk jo,

when all b . are even.
i '

otherwise.

Let 1 < p < 2, E C [0, 1], |E| > 0, 0 < e < |E|/5, and let  KCE with \E ~ K\

< e.   Then there are constants A, B, and N depending only on E such that ¡or

any n > m > N, and any sequence a    • • • a    of real numbers

/"     ,V/2      le    " p    \x/f       /"    ,\l/2
A[l, A)   < (Sk Saiwi{t) dt)   ^B\£A)  -

Proof.   For any measurable set S C [0   l], define S.. = f w .it)w .it)dt.  Note
1 * l]      Js     1        j

that {uz.uz.L   . ¡s a subsystem of the Walsh system and that S.. is the I, ;'th

Walsh-Fourier coefficient of the characteristic function of S.   Bessel's inequality

implies that S.   . 5,.<|S|.r i <]    i] — '   '
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Since  ll'llj < ||-H   < IMI2» i£ is sufficient to establish the conclusion of the

lemma for p = 1 and p = 2.   For p = 2

\tb / \t7z msi<jsn )

» / \l/2 / vl/2

<ikiz«M z .#) ( z 4) •
TO \mSJ</Sn /        \msi<jsn f

A direct calculation yields (2      .   .      a2.aAX      = 1" a2..   Also,

( z *ù1/2<( z e?,Y/2-( z (H-^yY/2
\mSl<i]Sn. / \Z77S1<;S71 / \77Z<7<J<71 /

(\l/2

r7i£i<j<n /

Thus, if N is chosen so that S~ E?< f, and n> m> N, then

JK(Z «i^>V* £ IBI Z «? + 2(¿ «?V)

-<iBi+w¿«?y
Similar considerations will establish the other half of the desired inequality.

One obtains

/K(z«^)y*>(iEi-5í)(¿ «*y

and the case p = 2 is established.

For p = 1

4 Z a,u'.(/) 11/2A<ißii,z(/K(r v^>y*;

<|E|1/2(|E|+4e)1/2(¿«Al/2

provided that n> m> Nie).

For the left-hand side we have:
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(íal)/2 * (IE1 - 5í)"1/2 (te (¿ W«)8*)1 ^

/.  /» \2/3/ » \4/3     \l/2

An application of Holder's inequality with p - 3/2 and a = 3 yields

« (zfli)i/2<A(/^¿fl,«'íw*ys(fjg'i*Mty*y*-

Observe that the Khintchine inequality [K, p. 130] is valid for any system of

Walsh functions which possesses property (*)•   Taking this into account, set p =

4 in the Khintchine inequality.   The last term in line (+) above can now be re-

placed by B@L" a.)      , where ß > 0 depends only on the choice of p = 4, with-

out disturbing the sense of the inequality.   The desired result is obtained when

both sides of the resultant expression are cubed.

Corollary 5.   No system [wA of Walsh functions possessing property (*) of

Lemma A can be complete on any set of positive measure.

Proof.   Let E C (0, 1), \E\ > 0.   Lemma 4 implies the existence of N = N(E)

for which |tzz  |     „ and [w   i     w are both Riesz systems.   Theorem 2 now implies
72   72 > / » 72    72 > Zv J *

that [w i is incomplete on the set E.
n r

A "quasi-basis" for a Banach space ÍX, ||.||) is a double sequence |x , X  j

of elements of X and of continuous linear functionals, respectively, such that

the series S^° X (x)x    converges in norm to x for each x in X.   Such a structure

may arise in the following way.

Suppose |y , Y  \ is a Schauder basis for L (0, 1), 1 < p < ».   Let  |E| > 0

and define for all z in L (0, l)
P

5zit),   t in E,
0.      otherwise.

JEl

For each given <b in L '(0, 1), define cb iz) = çbiz  ) for any z in L (0, 1).

It is easily verified that ly   , Y   { is a quasi-basis for L  (E).   This double
' ' n       n ■* p

sequence shall be called the "restriction of ly , V i to the set E."* 72 72

The quasi-basis |x , X  i is "unconditional" if ¿j5 X ix)x    converges un-

conditionally for every x in X.   Otherwise, the quasi-basis is "conditional."

The restriction of an unconditional basis for L (0, 1) to any set E,  \E\ > 0, is

clearly an unconditional quasi-basis for L (E).  A problem that arises in this

context is the determination of the sets E, if there are any, for which a given

conditional basis for L (0, 1) restricts to an unconditional quasi-basis for
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L (E).  Two special cases are considered below:  it turns out that no such sets

exist for the Walsh system [K, p. 132] in LpÍO, 1), 1< p < «, or for the Haar

system [K, p. 120] in Lj(0, 1).

Let (X, ||.||) denote a Banach space of equivalence classes of Lebesgue

measurable functions on [0, l] (see [L, p. 66] and [Z, Chapter 15l). Such spaces

may be defined by specifying a certain class H of elements of Lj(0, 1) and de-

fining

11*11 = SUP {/g \*it)bit)\ dt: beH>     and    X = ix: ||x|| < ooj.

Various conditions may be imposed on H in order that (X, ||.||) turns out as

a Banach space.

Theorem 6.   Given a quasi-basis [x , X } for (X, ||.||).   Let {r } denote the

Rademacher system and define

C= Id: ^rkid)Xkix)xk converges for all x in X\.

Let ZN = |x e X: Xj(x) = . •. = XN(x) = 0} and let Gix) = ||(2f X2(x)x2)HB.

Then C is a Borel sett and if \C\ > 0 there is an N for which the identity

mapping (Z„, ||.||) —»(Z^, GÍA) is continuous.

Proof.   Let  xin, m, 0, t) = 2m r,(0)X,ix)x,it).   For each in, m),
n    k k        K

||x(zz, zzz, 0, .)|| is a step function of 6 and

C = Id: Lim sup ||x(n, m. 6, -)\\ = ol.
" 71, 77I-»00

C is therefore a Borel set.

For each 0 in C, the sequence of linear operaters TlA defined by

i

is uniformly bounded by virtue of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem.   The set 5„ =

fö: ||Tb5|| < M lot all n} is clearly a Borel set, and \JiSM C\C) = C.  Since

|C| > 0, there is a constant K > 0 for which |5K H C| > 0.  Define S =SKCiC,

and for each 0 in 5 let T Ax) = lim   T  Ax).   Then,
c7 n     no

(1) ||Tfl(x)|| = lim||r nö(x)|| < Al||x||    forall0e5,
n

and 5 is seen to be a Borel set of positive measure
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For any f > 0 there is, by definition of ||»||, an h in H such that

\l/2

(2) CW<j'(I« )x2At))    \bit)\dt + e.

By Lemma 4, if F C S is of sufficiently large measure, there is a B > 0 and

an integer N > 0, depending only on S, such that

(3) B\Y X2kix)x2kit)X  2 \hit)\ <  ¡p \xiN, n, 6, t)hit)\ d6

lot every x in X, and for every n > N.

For each 0 in S,

(A) Lim fl \xiN, n, 6, t)hit)\ dt = f^xin, «., 6, t)hit)\ dt.

By Egoroff's theorem there is PCS in which the convergence in (4) is uniform,

and having measure large enough so that line (3) obtains.   We may integrate (4)

with respect to 6 over the set F, and the order of integration on the left side

may be reversed.   This yields

(5)    LIm pQ \fF\xiN, n, 0, t)b(t)\dd\dt = fpIJJ |x(/V, ~, 9, t)hit)\dt~\dd.

Assume now that x is in Z     and combine (1), (2), (3), and (5):

CM < l- fp \f\ |x(N, oo, 6, i)hit)\ a1/] dd + t < l- fr\\Teix)\\ dd + (<^ \\x\\ + e

for all x in ZN, and for any f > 0.

The norm G(.) and unconditional convergence have been discussed previously

in [0], and in the case that  |x  , X  | is an unconditional basis it has been shown* 72'        72

in [SZ] that the norms G(.) and  ||-|| are equivalent.

Theorem 6 can be used to partially extend Lemma 4 to all of the spaces

L (0, 1), 1 <  p < oo:
P

Corollary 7.   Let [w  \ be a subsystem of the Walsb system possessing the

property (*) described in Lemma A, and let  1 < p < °°, \E\ > 0.   Then there are

constants A, B, and N depending only on E such that ¡or any n > m > N and

any sequence a    • • • a    of real numbers

/"        \l/2        l,      » P     V/P In        \l/2

Hz«*)   <(J, Z«,■«",<*■> a)   <*(2>,2)   •
\m \ 771 • \ 772 /
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Proof.   For 2 < p < ~, let Ai be determined by the set E as in Lemma 4, and

let Y be the closed linear span of \w   L  N in L ÍE).   If continuous linear func-

tionals W. on Y can be found for which \w. , W^.   ., is an unconditional basis

for Y, the desired conclusion will then follow from Lemma 4, Theorem 6 and the

fact that IMI, > |.|r
Lemma 4 implies that for each x in  Y, there is a unique sequence \a.} in

/2   for which the-series 2.   N a .w .   converges unconditionally to x in the norm

of zL2(0, 1).   The Khintchine inequality with the functions w. substituted for

Rademacher's functions [ see proof of Lemma 4 above] implies that %->N a.w. =

x  converges unconditionally in the norm of L (0, 1) and that the mapping x —, x

taking Y —> L (0, 1) is continuous in that norm.

Clearly, the functionals W. defined by W.ix) = J"0 w{t)xit)dt are as desired.

The case 1 < p < 2 is a special case of Lemma 1, proving the corollary.

It is known that the Walsh system is a conditional basis for L Í0, 1), 1 < p

< oo, p ¿ 2, [0] and [P],  Also, the Haar system is a conditional basis for Lj(0, 1),

[D] and [M].   The conditionally of these systems is preserved under restriction

to a set of positive measure.

Theorem 8.   Let \w , W } denote the quasi-basis for L (E), 1 < p < oo, ob-
n'    n ' ' p r

tained by restricting the Walsh system to a set E, |E| > 0.

If p j¿ 2, then \w ,W  } is a conditional quasi-basis for L  (E).   If p = 2,

then this quasi-basis is unconditional.

Proof.   If p = 2, the Walsh system is an unconditional basis for L (0, 1),

and so \w , W } is an unconditional quasi-basis for L ÍE).
n'    n ^ p

The remaining cases  1 < p < 2 and 2 < p < » are considered separately.   For

p < 2, let x e L (E) <v L (E).  Then

G(x) =

(oo \1/2|| /oo \1

Z^(xv„j   | =(z^w)
/2

E!

It follows that the series  2?° W (x)ttz   is conditionally convergent [0].

For p > 2, let y e L (E) where l//z + 1/a = 1.  Were {tzz    W } an uncondi-

tional quasi-basis for LÍE), then

»

dx) s Lim Zw'i(x)£¿u'
1

would exist for every x in L (E) and for every sequence f = [f, j where e, = ± 1.

Then
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(y, íix)) = Z V^fcK* >) = Z Wk^K^wk' x)
1 1

would converge for ail x and e.

The series 2^ W,(y)tzz,  would then be subseries convergent in the weak topol-

ogy on  L (E) and hence subseries convergent in the norm topology [D, p. 60].

iw,, W \ would then be an unconditional quasi-basis for L (E), which is impos-

sible since 1 < q <2.

Theorem 9.   Let [h    , H    } denote the quasi-basis for L.(E) obtained by re-

stricting the Haar system to a set E, \E\ > 0.

Then this system is a conditional quasi-basis for LAE).

Proof.   Theorem 6 implies that if [h ., H    } were an unconditional quasi-
r np7     np »

basis for Lj(E), then the norm |*|| would dominate the norm G(.) on some space

ZN = [x £ Lj(E): Hnpix) = 0 for n < N, p = 0, 1, ..., 2" - lj. But this cannot be

the case:  a sequence |y  j is constructed for which

(A) {yp}CZN,

(B) [yp\ is bounded in (Lj(E), ||.||),

(C) {y^i is unbounded in (Lj(E), G(.)).

Let p be a fixed positive integer, p > 4, and let f < 1/p. Since almost every

point of E is a point of metric density 1, there exists a sequence { 'fc ijLn of

dyadic intervals, each of which is the support of a Haar function which shall be

denoted by hk, and for which

lk+l is the left half of ¡k,

l/J-2-»-*, k = 0,l,...,p,
0<l-|En/fc|/|/J<£, k = 0,...,p.

Let Ek = E n ¡k and split Efe into a left half Lfc and a right half Rfe of

equal measure.   Define, for k = 0, 1, •.., p,

V2"+fe      if r is in Lk,

ii t is in /

otherwise,

Yfe(i)= ]-v/2',+fe    if <isin Rk,

and let yp = 2Ja0 y/2"+kYk.

The proof shall be completed when it is demonstrated that the sequence

ly I possesses properties (A), (B) and (C) above.   This necessitates estimates

«Hfi^-SkoV-^W-
The function Y    resembles the Haar function b,  restricted to the set E.   In

particular, if ek is defined by the formula

Ykit) = ¿f 0) + ekit)
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then

|suppefc|<H(|/Jk|-|Ej)<f2

|efe(z:)|<2V2n+fe.

■ n-k-l

Estimation of H. (Y A for k > i:
z     k —

|/VE(¿.)|=2"+<|E.

and

Thus,

\Hfie.)\ < V2"+/ max |e¿<£>l |supp e,.| = 2"+,+1|supp e.\ < e

|fiE(Y.)| >2n+,'|E.|-í>l-3í.

If k > i, then supp Vfc is contained in that part of E. on which Zz. is of

constant sign.   In this case, H¿ (Yfc) = 0.

Estimation of W. (V.) for & < i:
7 k

\"ftik)\ < V2"+,V2n+*(|L| - |E.|) < fV2"+1'\/2n+*2-n-'' = f V2*~'',

l«fM<2V2"+V2"+fe|supp^nE.|.

If * < Í-1, supp ek n E. = 0 and then #f Ufc) = 0.   Otherwise,  |HE(e;_,)| <

2V2n+''v/2n+1'"12-n-'e = iV2.   This gives

\HEiYk)\ <fV/2*"''    if *<i-l,.

lwf(yI-l)|<W2+W2<3i.

Upon combining the above estimates in H. ÍYA,

i«fW- Z V2n+*«f(Y/fe)

> iv2»+;//f(y.)i - V2n+!''1i«f(y!_1'>i   Z V2n+*i'/f(yJt)
t-2

z
ze=0

1-2

> V2"+,(l - 3«) - 3f v^"*'-1 - f Z ^J2n*kyf2k-i
zt=0

1-2

> V2"+iÜ-6e)-ív/2n"!'Z2*

zt=0

> V2"+,'(l - fie) - í V2"+'' = \/2"+!'(l - 7f).
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Let ¡«Hg denote the Lj-norm of functions restricted to E.  An application of

the estimate above then yields

11/ " \l/2|l 11/ " ,\

llV=o /     IIe     II \ i=o /

p / * \l/2
>B ^2-"-,( ^22(n+¿))      >Cp.

2=0 \fe=0 /

1/2|

\B

Statement (C) is thereby established.   Moreover,

M<|zV2"+%
IU=o

+   ZV2n+feJ<2+ZV2"+fell^||<2+pf<3.
llt=0 H k=0

This establishes statement (B). Given any zV, it is clear that the intervals /.

can be so chosen that the functions y, are all elements of Z^. Then y will

also be .an element of ZN, and (A) is established.
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